Inffoduction:
Your Lewis Cattle Oiler requires very little maintenance when
you consider it is in operation 365 days of the year, 24 hours a
day. Compared to other livestock related machinery and pieces
of equipment on your farm it will be getting far more use. The
purpose of this Manual, is to help you get the mo<imum benefit
from your Cattle Oiler, with the least amount of preventative
maintenance.
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Your Cattle Oiler is only as good as the Insecticide you apply to
your Cattle, through it. A good Insecticide applied to your Cattle
will give them the relief they need from the Parasite that is
inflicting them. It is imperative that the insecticide you use in
your Lewis Cattle Oiler will stay suspended in the carrier solution it is mixed with. To be sure the insecticide you are planning
on using will do this we suggest you mix up a silmple mixture of
l/3 Insecticide 213 Carrier, in an old Pickle Jar and allow it to sit
for at least 7 days, where it will warm up during the day and
cool down at night, similar to the conditions it would have when
in your Lewis Cattle Oiler. Not all Insecticides are designed to
stay mixed for long periods of time which can cause pumping
problems in your Oiler.
Cattle, being creatures of habit will continue to rub on old machinery fences, trees etc, if they are not given a reason to go
right to the Oiler to start with. You are only going to get the
maximum benefits from your oiler if your Cattle rub on it. This
is why it is recommended that, especially in the first month of
use, with a particular herd, that your Oiler has Salt or Mineral
attached to it. At this time, it is not recommended to have Salt
or Minerals scattered in other places other than at the Cattle
Oiler to assure that the Cattle will be enticed to come to the
Oiler.
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Once the Cattle start to use the Oiler, it is ttren ok to placo Salt
and Minerals in other locations if necessary. You can also got the
Cattle using the Oiler better by placing it on or near a trail they
are using to go back and fofth, each day.

If your Oiler is going to be near a Dugout, it is recommended
that it is not located on ground that will become flooded if there
is unexpected runoff. It may be necessary to tie your Oiler with
a Tether Chain to keep the

Livestock from pushing it towards

the Dugout.

Hopcftrlly, this Servicc Manual will helpr , you to understand
your (lattlc Oilcr hcttor arrd givc you thc confidence to do any
maintanoc or uptlatcs as nccdcd.

This Manual is rlcsig,rtctl so lhal il'you ltavc urty c;ucstions about
a l)art rlr proccdrrrc" you ciur rclbr to llrirt l)arl Ntrnrbor on tlrc
'l'clcphorrc or by li. Mail to thc rnauulircturcr or your klcal
l)calcr.
Cllint I lutton
Lewis Cattle Oilers Alberta Ltd.

GENERAL MAINTENANCE
Once a week, as you check your livestock, restock the salt and mineralfeeders
on your Lewis Cattle Oiler. At the same time, please take a few minutes and

perform the lollowing maintenance checks:

RESERVOIR, INSECTICIDE & FUEL
Be sure the tank is full of clean fuel and insecticide. There's a measuring chain
fastened to the inside ol the reservoir cap. lt is used to measure the amount of
luel and insecticide. in the reservoir. To check the level, simply unscrew the
reservoir cap and pull the chain out. By holding the chain beside the reservoir
you'll be able to see how full the reservoir is.
Be sure to use an insecticide that has been lormulated to remain suspended
in the fuel oil. Some insecticides begin to separate from the fuel oil in as little as
24 hours. lf in doubt please callthe factory. Follow ihe mixing instructions on the
insecticide label.
Be sure to use clean fuel to help prevenl the fuel filter lrom plugging. As
temperatures begin to drop in the fall don't forget to switch to winter fuel.

WICK TIGHTENER
A wick tightener is located at the bottorn of each wick.
When properly adjusted it prevents the wick from sagging
to help ensure proper pump operation;

Because of chain stretch, during the initial break in
period, the wick tightener (A) must be checked and
adjusted. A properly adiusted wick tightener has 1 to
1 112 inches of shaft (B) showing.
To adjust the tightener remove the bolt (C) and use
a come along, pry bar or a couple of screwdrivers to
tighten the chain. When the proper tension is reached reinsert bolt (C).

PUMP ADJUSTMENT

r-800-361-9722

To know if the purnp needs adjusting look at the stand
pipe (D) immediately below the bottom of the wick. With
a properly adjusted pump there will be an oil film on the
stand pipe (D). lf the stand pipe is dry, shorten the turn
buckle (E) to increase pump action. The shorter the turn
buckle the more it pumps.
ll fuel and insecticide are being wasted increase the

E. Mail. notfuh @telus net
.

length of the turn buckle (E) to reduce pump action. When
adjusting the purnp give the turn buckle one complete
revolution and recheck in a couple of days.

WICK & WICK COVER
The wick cover is manufactured lrom a tough synthetic material. lt protects the
cotton wick. To receive maximum life frorn the wic*, check the wick cover and
replace it when il begins to crack or fray. Replacing an inexpensive wick cover,
when required, greatly increases the life of the wick.
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Installing a New Replacement Wick
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Tools Needed: Nitile gloves, Vise Grips , Needle Nose & regular Pliers,
5/16 Nut driver, %" Socket ,Yz" opetend wrench,9ll6" Socket, Pry Bar
or Heavy Screw Driver.

ONE: Remove wick from oiler by loosening (22) hose clamp
attaching 3/8" hose to (38) wick cap. Pry hose offwith needle nose pliers
or hose removal pliers Open the (28) s-hook that is just below (27)
turnbuckle to allow pul1 rod to be removed especially if it is the old rod
style pull rod. Now you can undo (40) bolt that fastens chain to wick
tightener. After, either unthreading the old rod style pull rod out of the
top chain link or by removing the3l8" xl Ya" bolt from the bottom of the
(35) heavy duty pull rod, you now can place the wick on a work bench.
STEP

TWO: Remove (29) 4 Vz" cap bolts. Remove (39) bottom cap by
undoing {44)sh"x511,6" cap bolts. You can now pull the old replacement
wick back freeing it from the $2) chain harness and (38) top cap.
STEP

THREE: Slide (al) new wick in the opposite of the way you took
the old one out. Make sure to insert the 3/8" feed tube into Yz " wire coil
in top side of wick as you go. To finish seating the wick into the top cap
fish in through the hole in the middle of the (38) top cap with a wire or
needle nose pliers to pull the wick up into the cap.
STEP

With 4 Yz" x318",(29) cap bolt held by bolt head in vise grips push it
through cap making sure it threads through the second from top chain link
on wick as it goes tkough. You may have to ream these holes out to
accommodate 3/8" bolts now recommended. Atapered punch placed in
the hole and hit with a hammer will expand these holes enough. Now the
1 %' lenglhof chain on the bottom side of the wick can be fed through
the (39) bottom cap.
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(a4) cap bolts to the chain links on the bottom of the (42) chain
hanress. Before putting the bottom 4 Yz" cap bolt in you may want to give

Fasten the

the chain hamess a twist to take up slack from chain wear.
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After replacing the bottom (29) cap bolt you can now re-attach
the wick to the oiler in the opposite way you took it off with the
exception that you will have to retighten the wick by cinching
up the chain on the bottom of the (43) wick tightener around the
loop on the top of the wick tightener. This cinching can be done
with one or two heavy screw drivers.

NOTE: The 44.) 3/+" x 5/16 cap bolts may not be welded in on
older oilers. You can either weld them in on the inside of the
cap while you have the wick apffit or put nuts and washers back
on the bottom cap to hold the bolts in place while you slide it on
the bottom of the wick.
When hanging the wick on the oiler arm it is important that the
3/8" feed tube on tlrc (38) wick cap is not at the top. If it is not
positioned properly the pump outlet hose can rub on the pullrod,
creating a hole.

Ilorizontal Check Valve Update
Tools Needed: nirile gloves, step ladder, 5116" and %" Nut
Drivers, # 3 Robertson, 5/16 Socket or Flat Wrench, Cresent
Wrench, Hack Saw, 7/16 wrench,

It is recommended that the original (30) foot valves be removed
(especially if they are sticking cloSed or open) and be replaced
by installing the (18) horizontal check valve in the inlet side of
the (20) fuel pumps. STEP ONE: To remove the (30) foot
valves you will need to loosen the (3a) #l2metal screws with a
number 3 Robertson screw driver on older oilers or a 5116 nut
driver or 5116 socket on a ll4"' drive ratchet on newer oilers.
6

A 5116 flat wrench with a closed end can also work. Wittr
screws removed genfly pry feeder pipe flange upwards with
something like a putty knife, trying not to damage (33), cork
gasket. You may have to give the (31) feeder pipe assembly a
quarter turn to get them to bypass the (36) tank arm and a retainer flat iron welded across the inside of the tank midway
down.
STEP
+?t?

TWO: Once you have removed the feeder pipes with the

original foot valves you can now unthread the higher one and
then hacksaw of the lower one to match the bottom end of the
higher one. Your feeder pipes will not draw from as close to the
bottom of the tank, but this might be a good thing.
This would also be a good time to examine the feeder pipes for
cracks (if droplets of moisture get drawn up the tubes in the fall
they can crack the feeder pipes when frozen in the winter). Also
make sure the (31) feeder pipes are not blocked. You may have
to replace the (33) cork gasket when you put the feeder pipe
back in the tank. You do not want rain or melting snow to get
in the (37) tank.
STEP THREE: You will have to remove the old style, brass,
pump inlet fitting with a7116" open end wrench. With the
fitting out put your thumb firmIy over the inlet threaded orifice.
Work the pump arm up and dovrrn a couple of times to make
sure the pump is creating vacuum. You can now thread in the
horizontal check valve with a 1" wrench or a Cresent wrench.

You are now ready to reconnect the (31) feeder pipes to the hose
barb on the (18) horizontal check valve. To get the best results it
would also be a good time to change the (16) fuel filter and
replace the (15) 5i16 inlet
7
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Rebuilding your Lewis Cattle Oiler fuel pump:
TOOLS REQUIRED: Nifile / rubber gloves, # 3 Robertson
screw driver, Brass hammer, % nch straight punch, Vice, Short
piece of 3/+ inch O.D. clear plastic hose (for checking pressure
and vacuum on rubber check valves), Dental pick or piece of
small wire (for cleaningAoosening, rubber check valves).
INSPECTION OF RUBBER CHECK VALVES IN PUMP
CASTTNG (8) & DTAPHRAM GASKET (7):

A) Before removing the flve Pump casting screws (9) with the
#3 Robertson screw driver (flat screw driver required for older
models), punch mark the mating surfaces of the Pump body (5)
and the Pump casting (8) to nssure proper orientation when reassembled!

B) While holding Pump body (5) in one hand, tap the threaded
inlet or outlet of Pump casting (8) firmly with the brass hammer
to jm it loose from the Pump body (5).

C)

The Pump bottom cap (12) can be removed by loosening the
Cap screw (14).

D) Check condition of the check valves that
3/o"cS,hrLdrical holes inside the Pump casting

are pressed into the

the oiler has been out of usefor a long enough interval that
the fuel oil has evaporated out of the pump, the fuel residue
most likely will haveformed a "sticlgt" glueJike substonce

t0

Check valve operation can be checked by either creating
vacuum or pressure with the plastic hose, by pressing it into the
1/n
inch internal depressions the check valves are pressed into
(alternately, the ouflet check valve can be checked by either
creating suction or pressure on the external threaded outlet of the
Pump casting (8).

lf 3/4* O.D. thin walled clem plastic hose is not available

to push
into ttre cylindrical depression around the check valves to determine if they are seating properly, copper pipe with the end
wrapped with electrical tape also works well. Gummed up or
sticking check valves will prevent the pump from working!
E) If the pump casting check valves are dirty or gunrmed up,
soaking them in carburetor cleaner may help, however, carb
cleaner may damage/soften older valves! Newer "Viton" valves
are more compatible with carburetor cleaner. If check valves are
beyond repatr, replace the entire Pump casting (8) with a new
one.

(8). The rubber

disks in the valves should move freely in their cages and be able
to seat properly.

If

which will hold the check valves tight to their seats. In this case
the rubber disks can be broken loose by pressing them back with
the% inch pin punch, into their cages against the spring (older
units have a small metal cross bar over the disk , requiring the
use of a smaller tool, like the head of a2" cofllmon nail).

F) To remove Diaphragm gasket (7) it has to be rotated % finn
(either direction) to unlock it from the key hole in the Pump
Arm Connector (3). The Diaphragm gasket (7) should be replaced if the rubberized fabric is hardening or starting to get
cracks in
The new Diaphragm gasket (7) is supplied with a
new Diaphragm spring (6).

it.
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TNSPBCTTON OF PUMP SCREBN (10):

G) Replace Pump screen (10) if it can't be cleaned or if it is
torn or has holes in it. When replacing Cork gasket (11) with a
newer rubber style one, you may have to sfretch it a little bit to
get it to fit tightly to the perimeter lip of the Pump bottom cap
(12), to achieve a good seal to the Pump casting (8).

ll) Prior to re-installing

rSI 1f0,
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the Pump bottom cap (12), inspect the
()ap screw washer (13) for damage/cracks. Replace as required.
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INSPECTION OF UPPER PUMP LINKAGE
(1), (2), (3), (4) FOR PWOT PrN WEAR:
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I) The Pump arm pin (4) can be driven out with the V+" pin
punch by clamping pump body in the edge of a vice so the pin is
vertical. The condition of the hole in the Pump handle (1), the
l)ump arm connector (3), and the Pump arm pin (4), can now be
r:hecked for wear. By replacing the worn parts you can Seatly
improve the length of the pump sfroke. J) The Pump arm return
spring (2) should be replaced if it is weak or broken.
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RE.ASSEMBLING PUMP BODY ASSEMBLY
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TO PUMP CASTING ASSEMBLY
[(6) rrrRu (la)l:

K)

Tap Pump arm pin (a) through aligned Pump handle (l) and
Pump Arm Connector (3) (The Pump arm return spring (2) can
be installed prior/during pin installation or after by sliding the

ann a little bit to one side on the pivot pin and then pushing the

t2

l3

spring in with a screw driver ). L) The square tab on the edge
of the Diaphragm gasket (7) is meant to line up with the pump
handle.

Turn it 90 degrees and push the stem of the Diaphragm gasket
(7) through the Diaphragm spring (6), into the slot in the Pump
alm connector (3), when engaged, turn the Diaphragm gasket (7)
back 90 degrees to the properly oriented position. M) It is also
important to get the Pump casting (8) configured properly on the
bottom of the Pump body (5) so the inlet and ouflet are oriented
in the right direction when the pump is reinstalled on the oiler.

Align your punch marks (on castings that have words (MADE
IN" on the edge of the pump casting, 6'MADE IN" shotrld line
up with the pump handle).

All Pump casting screws (9) must be uniformly tight to ensure
the pump will not suck external air when it creates a vacuum to
draw oil.

Please Phone: 7-800-3 6 1-9722

For Current Parts Price List.

Installing New Drape Cover
'lbols Needed: nitrile gloves, 5/16 nut driver, 3/8" nut driver, #
2 Robertson, 9116" socket and flat wrench vise grips , awl or
3'16" drill bit in cordless drill.
STEP ONE: Remove fuel hose by loosening hose clamp holding 3/8" fuel hose to drape 3/8" feed tube. Remove existing
drape bands if there ffe any. Cut offwhat's left of existing
tlrape cover by running a utilrty or jacldcnife along base of where
tlrape attaches to the canv€N tube it's sewed to. It is advised to
remove original canvas tube as well. After removing this original drape cover the burlap and cotton wrapping will be exposed.
'l'his may need to be tied with a few wraps of trvine to hold it in
place until the new drape cover is pulled on.
STEP

TWO: Remove (52) 318" x l3/c " bolt

so drape can hang
down towards ground. With a couple of pliers pull new drape
cover upwards over old core. Re-attach drape to tube bracket
iurd re-install (52) 318" x 13/4" bolt . Install $7) drape bands by
lrolding bottom of bands on thick part of drape cover with vice
grips and either drilling hole through for stove bolt or punch
tlrrough with a sharp awl. You may have to rivet stove bolts
that hold bottom of drape band to assure they stay tight. Reattach 3/8" feed hose to drape. Secure 3/8"hose to (48) chain
with tie lvrap or wire.

WeAlso Have Rebuild Kits With Instructions Availible.

SEE PAGE 16
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